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What is emotional intelligence? Why is it not taught in schools? What is trauma and how 

can we effectively manage our emotions to prevent trauma in the future? These are some of the 

questions that were addressed in our monthly educational workshop on 26 March 2022. Natalia 

Tomassini and Dr. Kalayjian co-led the workshop to explore the history and types of traumas, 

strategies for trauma management, self-care, emotional intelligence, and mindfulness. 

Natalia began the workshop by providing a brief history of trauma, types of traumas, 

DSM5 criteria for PTSD, and various trauma management strategies. Trauma begins with 

exposure to the stressor, and a source of stress. This can happen either by direct exposure to the 

trauma activating event, witnessing the event as it occurred to others, hearing about it, or by 

repeated exposure to objects of traumatic events. Exposure to trauma is followed by intrusion 

symptoms in the form of distressing memories of events, flashbacks, or marked physiological 

response to cues that symbolize the traumatic event. There are also marked negative mood and 

cognitive alterations in individuals. Following the didactic lecture, Dr. Kalayjian addressed the 5 

kinds of trauma namely horizontal, generational, individual, vicarious, and collective trauma. 

How do we effectively manage our emotions and practice self-care? Dr. Ani led us to 

explore emotional intelligence (EQ) and how it differs from intelligent quotients (IQ). Unlike IQ, 

EQ can be learned and practiced. In order to ground ourselves and regulate our emotions, Dr. 

Ani outlined the various techniques and key principles that are central to achieving emotional 

intelligence. These include: Seeking frank feedback, being careful and thoughtful of your 

language, being cognizant of your culture, finding your own voice, balancing your 

load, quieting the mind, sleeping mindfully, and cultivating the habit of learning. 

After our main discussion, we welcomed our Visionary Speaker Linda Marsanico, PhD. 

She is an author and psychologist with specialized skills in reiki, vortex healing, and integrated 

energy healing. Dr. Marsanico led the group through meditation and a series of grounding 

techniques. During the vortex session, she led participants to target each of the five fingers, one 

after the other, to channel energy and find serenity. Dr. Marsanico also introduced her new book, 

The A train to Sedona, and encouraged the group to engage with it. 



 
Dr. Marsanico led our group to practice vortex techniques 

 

 

 
Participants practicing vortex techniques with Dr. Linda Marsanico 

 

A support group session was also facilitated by Will Robbins, Meaningfulworld United 

Nations Intern. Participants expressed emotions such as frustration, worry, and anxiety with a 

significant marked decrease in these negative emotions by the end of the healing session. Some 

of the lessons learned included: releasing negative energy facilitates healing, one must not be 

defined by negative labels, and empathizing with others help decrease sadness and negative 

emotions. 

 The group watched Haiti humanitarian relief works from 2019. While watching the 

movie, participants reflected on generational trauma and was inspired by stories portrayed. One 

of such inspiring stories was about a radio host, who broke a paternal generational pattern of 

emotion suppression by expressing love to his 82-year-old father. To his surprise, his father told 

him “I love you too my son.” They embraced, and then the radio host called our team members 

to share the good news. Love is meant to be shared and we are glad that we continue to open 

more opportunities for human connection. 

Nola and Deanna led soul-surfing exercises and breathwork. We focused on the systems, 

practiced yoga techniques, and recited positive-affirmations. It was an energetic and fulfilling 

experience. 

On behalf of MeaningfulWorld I express deep gratitude to all attendees, our 

Visionary Speaker, Linda Marsanico, our facilitators, and all our supporters. Kindly do not miss 



our next workshop on 30 April 2022 which will focus on Disaster Relief & Meaning-Making. 
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Our Motto: When one helps another, BOTH become stronger 

 


